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TELEGRAMMA DI CORDOGLIO DEL SANTO PADRE PER L’ASSASSINIO DEL VICARIO APOSTOLICO DI
ANATOLIA, S.E. MONS. LUIGI PADOVESE

Giovedì 3 giugno è stato assassinato nella sua residenza a Iskenderun S.E. Mons. Luigi Padovese, O.F.M.
Cap.,Vicario Apostolico di Anatolia e Presidente della Conferenza Episcopale della Turchia.

Pubblichiamo di seguito il telegramma di cordoglio inviato dal Santo Padre Benedetto XVI, tramite il Cardinale
Segretario di Stato Tarcisio Bertone, al Nunzio Apostolico in Turchia, S.E. Mons. Antonio Lucibello:

● TELEGRAMMA DEL SANTO PADRE

DEEPLY SADDENED BY THE MURDER OF BISHOP LUIGI PADOVESE, VICAR APOSTOLIC OF ANATOLIA,
THE HOLY FATHER ASKS YOU KINDLY TO CONVEY HIS HEARTFELT CONDOLENCES AND THE
ASSURANCE OF HIS CLOSENESS IN PRAYER TO THE BISHOPS, PRIESTS, RELIGIOUS AND LAY
FAITHFUL OF THE CHURCH IN TURKEY. HE JOINS ALL OF YOU IN COMMENDING THE NOBLE SOUL OF



THIS BELOVED PASTOR TO THE INFINITE MERCY OF GOD OUR FATHER AND IN GIVING THANKS FOR
THE SELFLESS WITNESS TO THE GOSPEL AND RESOLUTE COMMITMENT TO DIALOGUE AND
RECONCILIATION WHICH CHARACTERIZED HIS PRIESTLY LIFE AND EPISCOPAL MINISTRY. UNITED
WITH ALL WHO MOURN BISHOP PADOVESE IN THE HOPE WHICH DRAWS ITS CERTAINTY FROM THE
RESURRECTION, HIS HOLINESS CORDIALLY IMPARTS HIS APOSTOLIC BLESSING AS A PLEDGE OF
CONSOLATION AND STRENGTH IN OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST

CARDINAL TARCISIO BERTONE

SECRETARY OF STATE

[00848-02.01] [Original text: English]

 

RINUNCE E NOMINE● RINUNCIA DEL VESCOVO DI ISTMINA-TADÓ (COLOMBIA) E NOMINA DEL
SUCCESSORE

● NOMINA DI CONSULTORE DELLA CONGREGAZIONE PER LA DOTTRINA DELLA FEDE  

● RINUNCIA DEL VESCOVO DI ISTMINA-TADÓ (COLOMBIA) E NOMINA DEL SUCCESSORE

Il  Santo Padre Benedetto XVI ha accettato la rinuncia al  governo pastorale della diocesi  di  Istmina-Tadó
(Colombia), presentata da S.E. Mons. Alonso Llano Ruiz, in conformità al can. 401 § 1 del Codice di Diritto
Canonico.

Il Papa ha nominato Vescovo di Istmina-Tadó (Colombia) S.E. Mons. Julio Hernando García Peláez, finora
Vescovo titolare di Bida ed Ausiliare di Cali (Colombia).

S.E. Mons. Julio Hernando García Peláez

S.E. Mons. Julio Hernando García Peláez è nato ad Anserma, diocesi di Pereira, il 26 luglio 1958. Ha compiuto
gli studi ecclesiastici nei Seminari Maggiori di Manizales e di Pereira in Colombia e nella Pontificia Università
Gregoriana di Roma, presso la quale ha ottenuto la Licenza in Teologia Patristica.

Èstato ordinato sacerdote dal Santo Padre Giovanni Paolo II a Roma il 2 giugno 1985.

Durante il suo ministero sacerdotale ha svolto i seguenti incarichi: dal 1986 al 1994 è stato Cancelliere della
diocesi  e Vicario Parrocchiale della Cattedrale;  dal  1994 al  2001 Rettore del  Seminario Maggiore "María
Inmaculada" di Pereira; dal 2002 al 2003 Vicario diocesano per la Pastorale e dal 2004 al 2005 Parroco della
Cattedrale.

L’11 febbraio 2005 è stato eletto Vescovo titolare di Bida ed Ausiliare di Cali; ha ricevuto la consacrazione
episcopale il 2 aprile successivo.

[00846-01.01]

● NOMINA DI CONSULTORE DELLA CONGREGAZIONE PER LA DOTTRINA DELLA FEDE

 Il Santo Padre ha nominato Consultore della Congregazione per la Dottrina della Fede il Rev.do Padre Robert
Dodaro, O.S.A., Preside dell’Istituto Patristico "Augustinianum" a Roma.
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[00847-01.01]

 

STATEMENT OF THE HOLY SEE DELEGATION BEFORE THE GENERAL DEBATE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT, REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE ROME STATUTE (KAMPALA, 1
JUNE 2010)

 Here below the Statement by H.E. Alain Paul Lebeaupin, Apostolic Nuncio, Head of Holy See Delegation,
before the general debate of the International Criminal Court Review Conference of the Rome Statute, held in
Kampala, 1 June 2010:

Mr. President,

My delegation would like to join those thanking the government of Uganda for its hospitality and willingness to
host this important meeting to review the Rome Statute.

Twelve years ago delegates went to Rome to undertake the goal of creating a new international legal structure
which sought to ensure that gross violations of human rights would no longer be tolerated by the international
community and that those responsible for perpetuating such violations would be held accountable for their
actions.

Now, we come to Kampala to measure the effectiveness of these efforts and to continue to improve judicial
systems to ensure that true justice is available to everyone in all corners of the globe.

At the heart of this exercise is the need to fully understand what it means when we speak of "justice." Justice is
the virtue which recognizes the need for people to give due to God and each other and demands that each
person respect the rights of each other and establish in human relationships the harmony that promotes equity
with regard to persons and to the common good.1 This justice is not based merely on legal determinations or
juridical instruments but rather is based on the moral law which recognizes the inherent dignity of the human
person.

This justice recognizes many forms: commutative justice, which regulates exchanges between persons and
between institutions  with  strict  adherence to  their  rights;  distributive  justice,  which  determines  what  the
community owes its citizens in proportion to their needs and contributions; legal justice, which determines what a
citizen owes the community, and social justice, which takes into account social, political and economic concerns
as well as their corresponding structural dimensions within society2. By recognizing that the work for justice
requires actions in many areas, we recognize that justice cannot be limited to the realm of legal accountability
but also requires society to work positively towards creating a more just society in all aspects of the social order.

When translated into national and international criminal and civil legal systems, this justice requires that legal
and juridical bodies put into place rules and institutions which seek to actualize these principles in a way which
respect objective moral truth and place the human person at the center of decision making. In this regard, the
Rome Statute marked an important contribution to respect for the human person by recognizing that human
rights are not limited by national borders, political position, religious background or cultural heritage but rather
are inherent in every human person.

Mr. President,

The promise of the Rome Statute ultimately lies in its ability to further refine the law of nations (ius gentium) in
which universally recognized norms are superior to the laws of States and which requires accountability to the
entire global community. However for this promise to bear fruit, States must continue to work to build trust
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between and amongst one another. Failure to build this trust ultimately will give rise to selective justice or
retribution. To build this trust, States must respect the norm that agreements must be kept (pacta sunt servanda)
as failure to fulfill  commitments leads to greater mistrust between States by escalating blame and friction,
ultimately undermining global peace and security.

Further, respect for the principle of subsidiarity allows States and communities to take action with accountability
and provides for victims and affected communities participating in the judicial process for the sake of addressing
the harm caused by gross violations of human rights, which fosters restoration and broader long-term peace. In
this forum, this notion is addressed under the concept of complementarity, which recognizes that local national
systems must  be the primary source for  holding individuals  accountable.  In  so doing,  we recognize that
subsidiarity helps to restore local communities but also fosters trust between States as national governments
retain the responsibility to hold perpetrators accountable.

During this Review Conference, States Parties are working to adopt an amendment which recognizes the Crime
of  Aggression  and  delineates  jurisdiction  by  the  Court  over  such  crimes.  This  amendment  seeks  to
institutionalize, in international juridical instruments, a principle which rejects war as a means for resolving
disputes and seeks to replace the law of force with the force of law. In learning from the better tradition of
peoples and nations engaging in peaceful discussion and creating agreements, this amendment builds upon the
tragic lessons learned around the world that recourse to force, or even threat of force, has undermined global
and personal security of individuals and nations. To this end, The Holy See has long been an advocate against
wars of aggression and rejects the flawed logic of violence and destruction as factors for progress or political
advancement.

In  discussing this  amendment  it  is  imperative  that  efforts  be made to  balance the prevention of  wars  of
aggression with the rights of nations to legitimate self-defense. This balance can only be achieved if the outcome
of these discussions is an amendment which truly reflects the concerns and thoughts of the entire international
community and which promotes the pursuit  of  justice rather than retribution.  Efforts to create jurisdiction
mechanisms that are governed by the political vote of majorities would replace military might with political might
and would ultimately serve to harm trust between nations and undermine long-term peace and the long-term
viability of multi-lateral legal bodies. Thus, these discussions must weigh these urgent concerns and make sure
that these discussions are not motivated by a desire to seek greater political or military influence but rather by a
genuine desire to promote a justice which protects human rights and fosters greater trust between nations.

Mr. President,

While  the  efforts  during  these meetings  to  adopt  and finalize  the  amendments  to  the  Rome Statute  are
important, equally as important is the need to take stock of the work that has been accomplished since the
adoption of the Rome Statute, especially in promoting peace and justice.

The Holy See has stated consistently that peace not only is possible but that peace is a duty which must be built
upon the pillars of truth, justice, love and freedom. Law favors peace and, so, the two are intricately linked. Thus
peace and justice are not in contradiction with one another but rather justice is a foundation for peace and just
laws provide the means for fostering greater justice. In this context, justice must not be limited merely to the
realm of "legal justice" but must also address the need for commutative, distributive and social justice.

For its part, the Holy See continues to call on all individuals within society to be peacemakers and to work
towards justice. These efforts focus on the truth that every human person has inherent dignity and worth which
must be respected regardless of racial, ethnic, religious, political or social distinction. The Holy See considers
that, through teaching peace and justice, educational institutions can play an important role in fostering a social
situation which sees our neighbors not as outsiders to be mistrusted and reviled but as fellow brothers and
sisters to be respected and loved.

Mr. President,
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The Holy See welcomes this conference and it is our hope that it  ultimately serves to promote respect for
international justice, provides for better recognition of human rights and fosters greater trust between people and
States.

Thank you Mr. President.

_______________________________

1 Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1807.

2 Ibid. 2411.[00849-02.02] [Original text: English][B0371-XX.02]
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